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Exotic Options and
Hybrids Columbia
University Press

Advanced Guidance to
Excelling in the FX
Market Once you
have a textbook
understanding of
money market and
foreign exchange
products, turn to FX
Options and
Structured Products,

Second Edition, for the
beyond-vanilla
options strategies and
traded deals proven
superior in today’s
post-credit crisis
trading environment.
With the thoroughness
and balance of theory
and practice only Uwe
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Wystup can deliver,
this fully revised
edition offers
authoritative solutions
for the real world in
an easy-to-access
format. See how
specific products
actually work through
detailed case studies
featuring clear
examples of FX
options, common
structures and custom
solutions. This
complete resource is
both a wellspring of
ideas and a hands-on
guide to structuring
and executing your
own strategies.
Distinguish yourself
with a valued skillset
by: Working through
practical and thought-
provoking challenges
in more than six
dozen exercises, all
with complete
solutions in a
companion volume
Gaining a working
knowledge of the

latest, most popular
products, including
accumulators, kikos,
target forwards and
more Getting close to
the everyday realities
of the FX derivatives
market through new,
illuminating case
studies for corporates,
municipalities and
private banking FX
Options and
Structured Products,
Second Edition is
your go-to road map
to the exotic options
in FX derivatives.

Principles of
Financial
Engineering
John Wiley &
Sons
Principles of
Financial
Engineering,
Third Edition, is
a highly
acclaimed text
on the fast-

paced and
complex subject
of financial
engineering. This
updated edition
describes the
"engineering"
elements of
financial
engineering
instead of the
mathematics
underlying it. It
shows how to
use financial
tools to
accomplish a
goal rather than
describing the
tools themselves.
It lays emphasis
on the
engineering
aspects of
derivatives (how
to create them)
rather than their
pricing (how they
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act) in relation to
other
instruments, the
financial
markets, and
financial market
practices. This
volume explains
ways to create
financial tools
and how the
tools work
together to
achieve specific
goals.
Applications are
illustrated using
real-world
examples. It
presents three
new chapters on
financial
engineering in
topics ranging
from commodity
markets to
financial
engineering

applications in
hedge fund
strategies,
correlation
swaps, structural
models of
default, capital
structure
arbitrage,
contingent
convertibles, and
how to
incorporate
counterparty risk
into derivatives
pricing. Poised
midway between
intuition, actual
events, and
financial
mathematics,
this book can be
used to solve
problems in risk
management,
taxation,
regulation, and
above all,

pricing. A
solutions manual
enhances the
text by
presenting
additional cases
and solutions to
exercises. This
latest edition of
Principles of
Financial
Engineering is
ideal for financial
engineers,
quantitative
analysts in banks
and investment
houses, and
other financial
industry
professionals. It
is also highly
recommended to
graduate
students in
financial
engineering and
financial
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mathematics
programs. The
Third Edition
presents three
new chapters on
financial
engineering in
commodity
markets,
financial
engineering
applications in
hedge fund
strategies,
correlation
swaps, structural
models of
default, capital
structure
arbitrage,
contingent
convertibles and
how to
incorporate
counterparty risk
into derivatives
pricing, among
other topics.

Additions,
clarifications, and
illustrations
throughout the
volume show
these
instruments at
work instead of
explaining how
they should act
The solutions
manual
enhances the
text by
presenting
additional cases
and solutions to
exercises
Derivatives
Demystified John
Wiley & Sons
Destined to
become a market
classic, Dynamic
Hedging is the
only practical
reference in
exotic options
hedgingand
arbitrage for

professional
traders and
money managers
Watch the
professionals.
From central
banks to
brokerages to
multinationals,
institutional
investors are
flocking to a new
generation of
exotic and
complex options
contracts and
derivatives. But
the promise of
ever larger profits
also creates the
potential for
catastrophic
trading losses.
Now more than
ever, the key to
trading
derivatives lies in
implementing
preventive risk
management
techniques that
plan for and avoid
these appalling
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downturns. Unlike
other books that
offer risk
management for
corporate
treasurers,
Dynamic Hedging
targets the real-
world needs of
professional
traders and
money managers.
Written by a
leading options
trader and
derivatives risk
advisor to global
banks and
exchanges, this
book provides a
practical, real-
world
methodology for
monitoring and
managing all the
risks associated
with portfolio
management.
Nassim Nicholas
Taleb is the
founder of
Empirica Capital
LLC, a hedge fund

operator, and a
fellow at the
Courant Institute
of Mathematical
Sciences of New
York University.
He has held a
variety of senior
derivative trading
positions in New
York and London
and worked as an
independent floor
trader in Chicago.
Dr. Taleb was
inducted in
February 2001 in
the Derivatives
Strategy Hall of
Fame. He
received an MBA
from the Wharton
School and a
Ph.D. from
University Paris-
Dauphine.
Financial
Mathematics,
Derivatives and
Structured Products
John Wiley & Sons
The only guide

focusing entirely on
practical approaches
to pricing and
hedging derivatives
One valuable lesson
of the financial crisis
was that derivatives
and risk practitioners
don't really
understand the
products they're
dealing with. Written
by a practitioner for
practitioners, this
book delivers the
kind of knowledge
and skills traders and
finance professionals
need to fully
understand
derivatives and price
and hedge them
effectively. Most
derivatives books are
written by academics
and are long on
theory and short on
the day-to-day
realities of derivatives
trading. Of the few
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practical guides
available, very few of
those cover pricing
and hedging—two
critical topics for
traders. What matters
to practitioners is
what happens on the
trading
floor—information
only seasoned
practitioners such as
authors Marroni and
Perdomo can impart.
Lays out proven
derivatives pricing
and hedging
strategies and
techniques for
equities, FX, fixed
income and
commodities, as well
as multi-assets and
cross-assets Provides
expert guidance on
the development of
structured products,
supplemented with a
range of practical
examples Packed

with real-life
examples covering
everything from
option payout with
delta hedging, to
Monte Carlo
procedures to
common structured
products payoffs The
Companion Website
features all of the
examples from the
book in Excel
complete with source
code
Dynamic
Hedging
Walter de
Gruyter GmbH
& Co KG
Structured
products are
sold to a
wide range
of retail,
high net
worth and in
stitutional
investors,

with over
£15bn of
structured
investments
sold in the
UK in 2009.
Based on a n
on-
specialist
graduate
lecture
course given
at
University
College
London
(UCL), this
book
provides an
invaluable
introduction
to the fast
growing
world of
derivative
investments
and the
technology
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used in their
design,
pricing and
structuring.
The book
gives a
comprehensiv
e overview
of
structuring
and trading
products
based on the
author's
extensive
internationa
l experience
in
structuring
investment
products
across a
range of
underlying
asset
classes,
including
equities,

interest
rates,
credit and
hybrids. The
product
coverage
ranges from
equity
investments
such as
reverse
convertibles
and basket
correlation
products, to
credit
products
such as firs
t-to-default
notes and
the
notorious “C
DO2”.Written
in a simple
and
accessible
manner, this
book will be

of interest
to students,
bankers,
investors
and other
finance prof
essionals./a
Foreign
Exchange
Option Pricing
Times Books
Advanced
Guidance to
Excelling in
the FX Market
Once you have
a textbook
understanding
of money
market and
foreign
exchange
products, turn
to FX Options
and Structured
Products,
Second
Edition, for
the beyond-
vanilla
options
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strategies and
traded deals
proven superior
in today’s post-
credit crisis
trading
environment.
With the
thoroughness
and balance of
theory and
practice only
Uwe Wystup can
deliver, this
fully revised
edition offers
authoritative
solutions for
the real world
in an easy-to-
access format.
See how
specific
products
actually work
through
detailed case
studies
featuring clear
examples of FX
options, common
structures and
custom

solutions. This
complete
resource is
both a
wellspring of
ideas and a
hands-on guide
to structuring
and executing
your own
strategies.
Distinguish
yourself with a
valued skillset
by: Working
through
practical and t
hought-
provoking
challenges in
more than six
dozen
exercises, all
with complete
solutions in a
companion
volume Gaining
a working
knowledge of
the latest,
most popular
products,
including

accumulators,
kikos, target
forwards and
more Getting
close to the
everyday
realities of
the FX
derivatives
market through
new,
illuminating
case studies
for corporates,
municipalities
and private
banking FX
Options and
Structured
Products,
Second Edition
is your go-to
road map to the
exotic options
in FX
derivatives.

Emerging
Financial
Derivatives
Wiley
This book
introduces
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readers to the
financial
markets,
derivatives,
structured
products and
how the
products are
modelled and
implemented
by
practitioners
. In
addition, it
equips
readers with
the necessary
knowledge of
financial
markets
needed in
order to work
as product
structurers,
traders,
sales or risk
managers. As
the book
seeks to
unify the

derivatives
modelling and
the financial
engineering
practice in
the market,
it will be of
interest to
financial
practitioners
and academic
researchers
alike.
Further, it
takes a
different
route from
the existing
financial
mathematics
books, and
will appeal
to students
and
practitioners
with or
without a
scientific
background.
The book can

also be used
as a textbook
for the
following
courses: •
Financial
Mathematics
(undergraduat
e level) •
Stochastic
Modelling in
Finance
(postgraduate
level) •
Financial
Markets and
Derivatives
(undergraduat
e level) •
Structured
Products and
Solutions (un
dergraduate/p
ostgraduate
level)

Financial
Derivative
Investments:
An
Introduction
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To Structured
Products CFA
Institute
Research
Foundation
A quick and
concise
guide to
currency
options An u
nderstanding
of currency
options is
essential
for those
working in
investment
and foreign
exchange. A
Currency
Options
Primer sets
out to give
readers a
clear guide
to how the
currency
option

market
functions,
offering
practical
advice on
mastering
the
necessary
components
and concepts
for fully
understandin
g the
workings of
this market.
FX Option
Performance
Lulu.com
Exotic
options and
structured
products are
two of the
most popular
financial
products over
the past ten
years and
will soon

become very
important to
the emerging
markets,
especially
China. This
book first
discusses the
products'
recent
development
in the world
and provides
comprehensive
overview of
the major
products. The
book also
discusses the
risks of
issuing and
buying such
products as
well as the
techniques to
price them
and to assess
the risks.
Volatility is
the most
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important
factor in
determining
the return
and risk.
Therefore,
significant
part of the
book's
content
discusses how
we can
measure the
volatility by
using local
and
stochastic
volatility
models —
Heston Model
and Dupire
Model, the
volatility
surface, the
term
structure of
volatility,
variance
swaps, and
breakeven

volatility.
The book
introduces a
set of
dimensions
which can be
used to
describe
structured
products to
help readers
to classify
them. It also
describes the
more commonly
traded exotic
options with
details. The
book
discusses key
features of
each exotic
option which
can be used
to develop
structured
products and
covers their
pricing
models and

when to issue
such products
that contain
such exotic
options. This
book contains
several case
studies about
how to use
the models or
techniques to
price and
hedge risks.
These case
analyses are
illuminating.
Listed
Volatility and
Variance
Derivatives
Springer
Praise for
Foreign
Exchange "Tim
Weithers
starts by
telling the
reader that
foreign
exchange is
not difficult,
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just confusing,
but Foreign
Exchange: A
Practical Guide
to the FX
Markets proves
that money is
much more
exciting than
anything it
buys. This
useful book is
a whirlwind
tour of the
world's largest
market, and the
tour guide is
an expert
storyteller,
inserting
numerous
fascinating
insights and
quirky facts
throughout the
book." -John R.
Taylor,
Chairman, CEO
and CIO, FX
Concepts "The
book reflects
the author's
doctorate from

the University
of Chicago,
several years'
experience as
an economics
professor, and,
most recently,
a very
successful
decade as an
executive at a
huge
international
bank. These
fundamental
ingredients are
seasoned with
bits of wisdom
and experience.
What results is
a very tasty
intellectual
stew."
-Professor Jack
Clark Francis,
PhD, Professor
of Economics
and Finance,
Bernard Baruch
College "In
this book, Tim
Weithers
clearly

explains a very
complicated
subject.
Foreign
Exchange is
full of jargon
and conventions
that make it
very hard for n
on-
professionals
to gain a good
understanding.
Weither's book
is a must for
any student or
professional
who wants to
learn the
secrets of FX."
-Niels O.
Nygaard,
Director of
Financial
Mathematics,
The University
of Chicago "An
excellent text
for students
and
practitioners
who want to
become
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acquainted with
the arcane
world of the
foreign
exchange
market." -David
DeRosa, PhD,
founder, DeRosa
Research and
Trading, Inc.,
and Adjunct
Professor of
Finance, Yale
School of
Management "Tim
Weithers
provides a
superb
introduction to
the arcana of
foreign
exchange
markets. While
primarily
intended for
practitioners,
the book would
be a valuable
introduction
for students
with some
knowledge of
economics. The

text is
exceptionally
clear with
numeric
examples and
exercises that
reinforce
concepts.
Frequent
references are
made to the
economic theory
behind the
trading
practices."
-John F.
O'Connell,
Professor of
Economics,
College of the
Holy Cross

How to Invest
in Structured
Products John
Wiley & Sons
Historical FX
options data
gives you the
whole story
for more
informed
strategy FX

Options
Performance
is a
practical
handbook for
successfully
navigating
the FX
options
market.
Beginning
with a quick
overview of
the market,
its
participants,
and its
products, the
book then
travels back
in time to
examine the
historical
payoffs to
the most
popular and
liquidly
traded option
types. You'll
learn which
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options have
been
consistently
overvalued or
undervalued,
and which
commonly used
structures
are not
necessarily
good value at
all. The
discussion
also covers
emerging
markets and
reveals truly
surprising
facts you
won't find
anywhere else
— including
corporate
hedging
strategies
that reveal,
in many
cases,
significant
potential

savings.
Historically,
some option
selling
strategies
have been
profitable,
though high
risk, but
this book
delves into
the
historical
data to show
which
strategies
have actually
worked in the
past, why
they worked,
and how you
can mitigate
risks. The
companion
website
provides all
of the
detailed data
in the book —
over 100

tables — as
easily
downloadable
data sets, so
you can
quickly start
replicating
these
calculations
and see for
yourself how
some simple
estimates
reveal
historical
anomalies. FX
options are
enormously
popular, but
there are
many
fundamental
facts about
the market
that are
generally
unknown. This
book brings
everything
out into the
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light, and
provides the
hard data
you've been
looking for.
Learn why
supposedly
"cheap" out
of the money
options
aren't always
worth it
Understand
why "more
sophisticated
" doesn't
necessarily
mean "better"
Reduce FX
risk in the
most
efficient way
– and it is
not always a
forward
contract
Understand
historical
options
trading

strategies
that have
actually
worked, and
use them to
design
strategies
for the
future The FX
options
market offers
tremendous
opportunity,
but requires
complete, in-
depth
understanding
. Written by
experienced
quants and
traders, FX
Options
Performance
goes beyond
theory to
give you the
numbers that
show how much
these
contracts

have really
made or lost.

Derivative
Products and
Pricing John
Wiley & Sons
Written by
an
experienced
trader and
consultant,
Frans de
Weert’s
Exotic
Options
Trading
offers a
risk-focused
approach to
the pricing
of exotic
options. By
giving
readers the
necessary
tools to
understand
exotic
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options, this
book serves
as a manual
to equip the
reader with
the skills
to price and
risk manage
the most
common and
the most
complex
exotic
options. De
Weert begins
by
explaining
the risks
associated
with trading
an exotic
option
before
dissecting
these risks
through a
detailed
analysis of

the actual
economics
and Greeks
rather than
solely
stating the
mathematical
formulae.
The book
limits the
use of
mathematics
to explain
exotic
options from
an economic
and risk
perspective
by means of
real life
examples
leading to a
practical in
terpretation
of the
mathematical
pricing
formulae.

The book
covers
conventional
options,
digital
options,
barrier
options,
cliquets,
quanto
options, out
performance
options and
variance
swaps, and
explains
difficult
concepts in
simple
terms, with
a practical
approach
that gives
the reader a
full
understandin
g of every
aspect of
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each exotic
option. The
book also
discusses
structured
notes with
exotic
options
embedded in
them, such
as reverse
convertibles
, callable
and puttable
reverse
convertibles
and
autocallable
s and shows
the
rationale
behind these
structures
and their
associated
risks. For
each exotic
option, the

author makes
clear why
there is an
investor
demand;
explains
where the
risks lie
and how this
affects the
actual
pricing;
shows how
best to
hedge any
vega or
gamma
exposure
embedded in
the exotic
option and
discusses
the skew
exposure. By
explaining
the
practical
implications

for every
exotic
option and
how it
affects the
price, in
addition to
the
necessary
mathematical
derivations
and tools
for pricing
exotic
options,
Exotic
Options
Trading
removes the
mystique
surrounding
exotic
options in
order to
give the
reader a
full
understandin
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g of every
aspect of
each exotic
option,
creating a
useable tool
for dealing
with exotic
options in
practice.
“Although
exotic
options are
not a new
subject in
finance, the
coverage
traditionall
y afforded
by many
texts is
either too
high level
or overly
mathematical
. De Weert's
exceptional
text fills

this gap
superbly. It
is a
rigorous
treatment of
a number of
exotic
structures
and includes
numerous
examples to
clearly
illustrate
the
principles.
What makes
this book
unique is
that it
manages to
strike a
fantastic
balance
between the
theory and
actual
trading
practice.

Although it
may be
something of
an overused
phrase to
describe
this book as
compulsory
reading, I
can assure
any reader
they will
not be disap
pointed.”
—Neil
Schofield,
Training
Consultant
and author
of Commodity
Derivatives:
Markets and
Applications
“Exotic
Options
Trading does
an excellent
job in
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providing a
succinct and
exhaustive
overview of
exotic
options. The
real edge of
this book is
that it
explains
exotic
options from
a risk and
economical
perspective
and provides
a clear link
to the
actual
profit and
pricing
formulae. In
short, a
must read
for anyone
who wants to
get deep
insights

into exotic
options and
start
trading them
profitably.”
—Arturo
Bignardi
Demystifying
Exotic
Products John
Wiley & Sons
This book
covers
foreign
exchange
options from
the point of
view of the
finance
practitioner.
It contains
everything a
quant or
trader
working in a
bank or hedge
fund would
need to know
about the

mathematics of
foreign
exchange—not
just the
theoretical
mathematics
covered in
other books
but also
comprehensive
coverage of i
mplementation
, pricing and
calibration.
With content
developed
with input
from traders
and with
examples
using real-
world data,
this book
introduces
many of the
more commonly
requested
products from
FX options
trading
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desks,
together with
the models
that capture
the risk char
acteristics
necessary to
price these
products
accurately.
Crucially,
this book
describes the
numerical
methods
required for
calibration
of these
models – an
area often
neglected in
the
literature,
which is
nevertheless
of paramount
importance in
practice.
Thorough
treatment is

given in one
unified text
to the
following
features:
Correct
market
conventions
for FX
volatility
surface
construction
Adjustment
for
settlement
and delayed
delivery of
options
Pricing of
vanillas and
barrier
options under
the
volatility
smile Barrier
bending for
limiting
barrier
discontinuity
risk near

expiry
Industry
strength
partial
differential
equations in
one and
several
spatial
variables
using finite
differences
on nonuniform
grids Fourier
transform
methods for
pricing
European
options using
characteristi
c functions
Stochastic
and local
volatility
models, and a
mixed stochas
tic/local
volatility
model Three-
factor long-
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dated FX model
Numerical
calibration
techniques
for all the
models in
this work The
augmented
state
variable
approach for
pricing
strongly path-
dependent
options using
either
partial
differential
equations or
Monte Carlo
simulation
Connecting
mathematicall
y rigorous
theory with
practice,
this is the
essential
guide to
foreign

exchange
options in
the context
of the real
financial
marketplace.
Volatility
John Wiley &
Sons
Gain a deep,
intuitive and
technical
understanding
of practical
options theory
The main
challenges in
successful
options
trading are
conceptual,
not
mathematical.
Volatility:
Practical
Options Theory
provides
financial
professionals,
academics,
students and
others with an

intuitive as
well as
technical
understanding
of both the
basic and
advanced ideas
in options
theory to a
level that
facilitates
practical
options
trading. The
approach taken
in this book
will prove
particularly
valuable to
options traders
and other
practitioners
tasked with
making pricing
and risk
management
decisions in an
environment
where time
constraints
mean that
simplicity and
intuition are
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of greater
value than
mathematical
formalism. The
most important
areas of
options theory,
namely implied
volatility,
delta hedging,
time value and
the so-called
options greeks
are explored
based on
intuitive
economic
arguments alone
before turning
to formal
models such as
the seminal Bla
ck-Scholes-
Merton model.
The reader will
understand how
the model free
approach and
mathematical
models are
related to each
other, their
underlying

theoretical
assumptions and
their
implications to
level that
facilitates
practical
implementation.
There are
several
excellent
mathematical
descriptions of
options theory,
but few focus
on a
translational
approach to
convert the
theory into
practice. This
book emphasizes
the
translational
aspect, while
first building
an intuitive,
technical
understanding
that allows
market makers,
portfolio
managers,

investment
managers, risk
managers, and
other traders
to work more
effectively
within—and
beyond—the
bounds of
everyday
practice. Gain
a deeper
understanding
of the
assumptions
underlying
options theory
Translate
theoretical
ideas into
practice
Develop a more
accurate
intuition for
better time-
constrained
decision making
This book
allows its
readers to gain
more than a
superficial
understanding
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of the
mechanisms at
work in options
markets.
Volatility
gives its
readers the
edge by
providing a
true bedrock
foundation upon
which practical
knowledge
becomes
stronger.

Exotic
Options
Trading John
Wiley & Sons
An essential
guide to
real-world
derivatives
trading FX
Derivatives
Trader
School is
the
definitive
guide to the

technical and
practical
knowledge
required for
successful
foreign
exchange
derivatives
trading.
Accessible
in style and
comprehensiv
e in
coverage,
the book
guides the
reader
through both
basic and
advanced
derivative
pricing and
risk
management
topics. The
basics of
financial
markets and

trading are
covered,
plus
practical
derivatives
mathematics
is
introduced
with
reference to
real-world
trading and
risk
management.
Derivative
contracts
are covered
in detail
from a
trader's
perspective
using risk
profiles and
pricing
under
different
derivative
models.
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Analysis is
approached
generically
to enable
new products
to be
understood
by breaking
the risk
into
fundamental
building
blocks. To
assist with
learning,
the book
also
contains
Excel
practicals
which will
deepen
understandin
g and help
build useful
skills. The
book covers
of a wide

variety of
topics,
including:
Derivative
exposures
within risk
management
Volatility
surface
construction
Implied
volatility
and
correlation
risk
Practical
tips for
students on
trading
internships
and junior
traders
Market
analysis
techniques
FX
derivatives
trading

requires
mathematical
aptitude,
risk
management
skill, and
the ability
to work
quickly and
accurately
under
pressure.
There is a
tremendous
gap between
option
pricing
formulas and
the
knowledge
required to
be a
successful
derivatives
trader. FX
Derivatives
Trader
School is
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unique in
bridging
that gap.
RETRACTED
BOOK: 151
Trading
Strategies
John Wiley &
Sons
This book is
both a
comprehensive
introduction
to the booming
($200 billion)
structured
note market,
and a
practical
reference on
the mechanics
of the
structuring
process.
Readers get
detailed
coverage of
all major
types of
structured
notes across
all types of

assets. This
updated and
expanded Second
Edition
features
increased or
entirely new
coverage of
equity linked
notes;
convertible
pricing; credit-
linked notes;
inflation
linked
securities; and
CAT insurance
linked bonds.
FX Options and
Structured
Products
Springer
In Advanced
Equity
Derivatives:
Volatility
andCorrelation
, Sébastien
Bossu reviews
and explains
theadvanced
concepts used
for pricing

and hedging
equity exoticde
rivatives.
Designed for
financial
modelers,
option
tradersand
sophisticated
investors, the
content covers
the most import
anttheoretical
and practical
extensions of
the Black-
Scholesmodel.
Each chapter
includes
numerous
illustrations
and a
shortselection
of problems,
covering key
topics such as 
impliedvolatili
ty surface
models, pricing
with implied di
stributions,loc
al volatility
models,
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volatility
derivatives, co
rrelationmeasur
es, correlation
trading, local
correlation
models
andstochastic
correlation.
The author has
a dual
professional
and academic ba
ckground,making
Advanced Equity
Derivatives:
Volatility
andCorrelation
the perfect
reference for
quantitative
researchersand
mathematically
savvy finance
professionals
looking to
acquirean in-
depth
understanding
of equity
exotic
derivatives
pricing

andhedging.

Exotic
Options and
Hybrids John
Wiley & Sons
The only
guide
focusing
entirely on
practical
approaches to
pricing and
hedging
derivatives
One valuable
lesson of the
financial
crisis was
that
derivatives
and risk
practitioners
don't really
understand
the products
they're
dealing with.
Written by a
practitioner
for practitio

ners, this
book delivers
the kind of
knowledge and
skills
traders and
finance
professionals
need to fully
understand
derivatives
and price and
hedge them
effectively.
Most
derivatives
books are
written by
academics and
are long on
theory and
short on the
day-to-day
realities of
derivatives
trading. Of
the few
practical
guides
available,
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very few of
those cover
pricing and
hedging—two
critical
topics for
traders. What
matters to
practitioners
is what
happens on
the trading f
loor—informat
ion only
seasoned
practitioners
such as
authors
Marroni and
Perdomo can
impart. Lays
out proven
derivatives
pricing and
hedging
strategies
and
techniques
for equities,
FX, fixed

income and
commodities,
as well as
multi-assets
and cross-
assets
Provides
expert
guidance on
the
development
of structured
products,
supplemented
with a range
of practical
examples
Packed with
real-life
examples
covering
everything
from option
payout with
delta
hedging, to
Monte Carlo
procedures to
common
structured

products
payoffs The
Companion
Website
features all
of the
examples from
the book in
Excel
complete with
source code
FX Barrier
Options
Routledge
Now you can
master the art
of foreign
exchange
trading While
most currency
trading and
foreign
exchange books
focus on
international
finance theory
or simplistic
chart-based
strategies,
The Art of
Currency
Trading is a
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comprehensive
guide that will
teach you how
to profitably
trade
currencies in
the real world.
Author Brent
Donnelly has
been a
successful
interbank FX
trader for more
than 20 years
and in this
book, he shares
the specific
strategies and
tactics he has
used to profit
in the forex
marketplace.
The book helps
investors
understand and
master foreign
exchange
trading in
order to
achieve
sustainable
long-term
financial

success. The
book builds in
intensity and
depth one topic
at a time,
starting with
the basics and
moving on to
intermediate
then advanced
setups and
strategies.
Whether you are
new to currency
trading or have
years of
experience, The
Art of Currency
Trading
provides the
information you
need to learn
to trade like
an expert. This
much-needed
guide provides:
an insider’s
view of what
drives currency
price
movements; a
clear
explanation of

how to combine
macro
fundamentals,
technical
analysis,
behavioral
finance and
diligent risk
management to
trade
successfully;
specific
techniques and
setups you can
use to make
money trading
foreign
exchange; and
steps you can
take to better
understand
yourself and
improve your
trading
psychology and
discipline.
Written for
currency
traders of all
skill levels,
international
stock and bond
investors,
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corporate
treasurers,
commodity
traders, and
asset managers,
The Art of
Currency
Trading offers
a comprehensive
guide to
foreign
exchange
trading written
by a noted
expert in the
field.

The Art of
Currency
Trading John
Wiley & Sons
The FX
options
market
represents
one of the
most liquid
and strongly
competitive
markets in
the world,

and features
many
technical
subtleties
that can
seriously
harm the
uninformed
and unaware
trader. This
book is a
unique guide
to running
an FX
options book
from the
market maker
perspective.
Striking a
balance
between
mathematical
rigour and
market
practice and
written by
experienced
practitioner

Antonio
Castagna,
the book
shows
readers how
to correctly
build an
entire
volatility
surface from
the market
prices of
the main
structures.
Starting
with the
basic
conventions
related to
the main FX
deals and
the basic
traded
structures
of FX
options, the
book
gradually
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introduces
the main
tools to
cope with
the FX
volatility
risk. It
then goes on
to review
the main
concepts of
option
pricing
theory and
their
application
within a
Black-
Scholes
economy and
a stochastic
volatility
environment.
The book
also
introduces
models that
can be

implemented
to price and
manage FX
options
before
examining
the effects
of
volatility
on the
profits and
losses
arising from
the hedging
activity.
Coverage
includes:
how the
Black-
Scholes
model is
used in
professional
trading
activity the
most
suitable
stochastic

volatility
models
sources of
profit and
loss from
the Delta
and
volatility
hedging
activity
fundamental
concepts of
smile
hedging
major market
approaches
and
variations
of the Vanna-
Volga method
volatility-
related
Greeks in
the Black-
Scholes
model
pricing of
plain
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vanilla
options,
digital
options,
barrier
options and
the less
well known
exotic
options
tools for
monitoring
the main
risks of an
FX options’
book The
book is
accompanied
by a CD Rom
featuring
models in
VBA,
demonstratin
g many of
the
approaches
described in
the book.
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